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Recall, we are like batteries and each day we may start 
at a different level of charge
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Resilience is built through joint responsibility
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Presentation Notes
In order to optimize the employee experience, it is important to understand that it isn’t just the employees who need to get smarter about their health, or for employers to offer better programs and supportsInstead, organizational resilience is built through action in tandem – joint responsibility is actually one of the key facets of the National Standard: https://www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/English/media/4183Together, employees (through daily, intentional actions) and employers (by offering impactful and holistic programs and supports) have the power to improve mental health and resiliency in the workplaceBecause our habits (and accompanying actions / behaviours) are all the things that we do automatically, without thinking, they help define who we are – as individuals and collectively as organizations. If you’re in the habit of getting up and working out every morning, you’re in share; if you’re in the habit of never doing what you say you’re going to do, you’re unreliableEmployees can learn to give their bad habits the ‘heave-ho’, but first, they must be aware of themWhat is resilience? The ability to become strong, healthy, or successful again after something bad happensThe ability to recover readily from illness, depression, adversity or the like; buoyancyThe ability of something to return to its original shape after it has been pulled, stretched, pressed, bent, etc.The way that you think changes how you feel and what you do.  These are the things that we have a capacity to changeOptimism can be learned, particularly when it comes to changing how we explain negative situations to ourselvesResiliency is an outcome….outcome based on a construct that to normalize failure we need to have set backsGo along on escalator – go forward and then backwards and then fall in a pothole.  I am now stuck in this pothole.  What do I have to change and action to get out.  Life is not about perfect and wish it were Nirvana.  If 30% sucks and 70% is good, you are doing well.The concept of the belief that if something is lost there is an opportunity to find another moment.We can build up our resilience.You’ll never change your life until you change something you do daily. The secret of your success is found in your daily routine – John MaxwellHow to change habits mindfully According to research, a little over 90% of us don't quite stick to our New Year resolutions. That can be disheartening, and we may even take it as a personal failing or lack of willpower (it isn't).There is another way. A more compassionate approach. With mindfulness, it's possible to more easily and reliably cultivate a new habit or release an old one. And habits - small, consistent everyday choices - are what change our lives and our worlds in meaningful ways.Discover the small, doable shifts that add up to more profound changes. 



Maintaining Mental Fitness: Micro-skills

• Micro-skills are small behaviours or 
cognitive skills you can add to your life to 
support mental fitness

• They are skills that can be applied to all 
areas of your life:

– Physical 

– Mental health

– Personal life

– Work experience
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Andrea’s Mental Fitness Plan
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Mental Fitness Physical Health Social Connection

Daily

• Daily meditations

• Dedicated silent time

• Choosing a daily intention 

• Journaling

• Exercising daily based on what my 

body needs: Yoga, barre, running, 

strength training, etc…

• Eating a variety of whole foods 

• Bedtime routine

• Check in conversations with my husband

• Horseback Riding

When 
needed

• Honest conversations with others 

• Listening to a podcast

• Deep stretching 

• Massage therapy, acupuncture, 

physiotherapy

• Get togethers with my friends

• Scheduling weekly dates with my 

husband

Foundation: Environment

How would you rank on a scale of 1-10 each of the following factors?

• Psychological safety

• Physical safety

• Food security

• Job security

• Financial security

• Housing security
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Recall… we are at risk for feeling overwhelmed 
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This can decrease our battery charge and alter how we 
see the world
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Struggling to keep up

Falling behind

Cannot contribute



Flipping the switch can help charge your battery and 
provide another perspective
• Flipping the switch is a micro-skill you can use to change the way you look at person, relationship or 

situation

• By changing the way you look at the situation it can change the way you experience it.
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Changing your perspective

This can be done by: 

• Looking at the experience within context of the bigger picture (remember the 98-2 theory)

• How the experience impacted you (e.g., major trauma vs. a challenge to bravely overcome)

• Altering what the experience can offer you (e.g., failure vs. learning)
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Flipping the switch when you are impacted by stress

• Flipping the switch can actually change your physical and emotional response to stress.

• This is because our response has more to do with how we perceive stress than the actual event.

• By flipping the switch it can minimize the time and intensity of a stressful event, and increase our 

ability to recover.
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Just because things seem impossible now does not 
mean there is no other option
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How to flip the switch in 5 steps
1. Learn your thought patterns

• Beware of your tendencies, do you tend to be more pessimistic vs. optimistic?

2. Notice and label it 
• When you notice a bad thought, mentally pause and recognize it as a bad thought.

3. Stand up to it 
• Challenge the thought. 

• Does it make sense? Are there other explanations?

4. Give yourself a break 
• Consider how a loved one would respond if you shared this bad thought. 

• Would they agree? Often, we’re our harshest critics.

5. Look at it differently 
• If the thought is still hanging on, imagine how you would respond if a friend told you this was their thought. 

• Consider a wider perspective (e.g., will this thought matter in six months?) 
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What else can help you when trying to flip the switch
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Make a plan for 
your emotions

Explore support 
other options

Leverage your 
authentic connections



We want to thank each of you for being apart of our journey

5000+ attendees, 4000 unique viewers, 5400+ downloads 

In about four months we have covered 16 topics and discussed over 50 micro-skills 

We have had 
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We are going to take a break and reboot in the fall
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Over the next month:
• Revisit some of the past learning

• Pick one thing you want to try and focus on it for 30 days

• Look for updates on the website
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Question Period
www.maintainingmentalfitness.com

Please note that once registered for one webinar, you will be 
automatically registered for future webinars in our weekly series.

https://maintainingmentalfitness.com/
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